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Abstract—With the development of cloud computing and virtualization technologies, more and more soft real-time applications, such as

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) server and cloud gaming, are running in virtualized data centers. Though previous studies optimize

CPU schedulers of hypervisors to support these applications in virtualized environments, there are some important challenges in

designing an efficient CPU scheduler which is suitable for real-world clouds. On one hand, hypervisors do not know whether an

application in a virtual machine (VM) has real-time requirements, so manually setting the scheduling parameters is a common case for

CPU schedulers, which probably increases users’ burden, lacks flexibility, and causes misconfigurations. On the other hand, it has been

reported that most of existing CPU schedulers designed for soft real-time applications have an obvious propensity to such applications

which prevents them from being applied in practical multi-tenant cloud environments.

In this paper, we design and implement an adaptive soft real-time scheduler based on Xen, named Doris, to address these challenges. It

identifies the VMs running soft real-time applications (RT-VMs) and infers their scheduling parameters according to the communication

behaviors of VMs adaptively. Then, it promotes the priorities of VCPUs of the RT-VMs temporarily according to I/O events and the

inferred scheduling parameters of RT-VMs to support soft real-time applications adaptively while minimizing the impacts on non-real-

time applications. Finally, considering the importance of privileged entities (such as Domain0 in Xen) in I/O processing, Doris sets their

types and scheduling parameters dynamically, which enables the adaptive scheduling of them to guarantee the performance of soft

real-time applications. Our evaluation shows Doris can support soft real-time applications adaptively and efficiently, and only introduces

very slight overhead.

Index Terms—Cloud Computing; Virtualization; Soft Real-Time; CPU Scheduling
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

With the development of cloud computing and virtu-
alization technologies, more and more applications with
different features are running in virtualized data centers,
including soft real-time ones, which are the real-time
applications with soft deadlines. That is to say, these ap-
plications should finish their tasks before their deadlines,
but are allowed to miss a few deadlines sometimes, like
streaming server [1], cloud gaming [2], VoIP server [3],
and virtualized desktop systems [4].

Traditional proportional fair share CPU schedulers
of hypervisors, such as Xen’s Credit scheduler [5] and
KVM’s CFS [6], cannot support soft real-time applica-
tions well, because they usually do not consider the
characteristics of these applications [7–10]. Aiming at
this problem, previous studies present some solutions
to guarantee the performance of these applications in
virtualized environments, including RT-Xen [8], laxity-
based CPU scheduling [7], and parallel soft real-time
scheduling [9][10].

However, these solutions cannot fit for multi-tenant
cloud environments, because they need administrators
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to manually set scheduling parameters for VMs, which
probably increases users’ burden, lacks flexibility, and
causes misconfigurations. Besides, they usually have an
obvious propensity to soft real-time applications and
ignores I/O models of hypervisors [7][9][10]. Actually,
it is essential for clouds to support different types
of applications adaptively because users may run any
applications they want in VMs. In order to support
soft real-time applications adaptively and efficiently in
clouds, we have to face some important challenges.

First, it is a challenge for hypervisors to determine
which VMs run soft real-time applications and get their
scheduling parameters adaptively. First of all, in order
to guarantee the performance of soft real-time appli-
cations, CPU schedulers in hypervisors need to make
proper scheduling decisions according to these param-
eters, such as deadlines. However, it is not easy to get
such parameters even in traditional native environments,
because deadlines or other parameters of soft real-time
applications are implicit characteristics. In order to over-
come such challenge, Cucinotta et al. [11] present an
approach to inferring the activation period of a soft real-
time application by observing system calls generated by
MPlayer, but this approach needs to modify operating
systems’ kernel, and the activation period could be the
period of other block operations, such as disk I/O and
semaphores. More importantly, virtualized systems, such
as Xen [12], KVM [13], and VMware ESXi [14], add an
additional layer, called hypervisor or virtual machine
monitor (VMM), between guest operating systems (guest
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OSes) and the underlying hardware, which causes hy-
pervisors almost know nothing about task information
and system calls in guest OSes. Although previous stud-
ies present some solutions to get task information in
hypervisors [15–18], they cannot get proper information
for soft real-time applications because of the difficulty of
getting their deadlines in virtualized environments.

The second challenge is to schedule VMs running
soft real-time applications adaptively while minimizing
the impacts on other applications. Clouds are multi-
tenant environments, which should not allow any bias
on some VMs. This is one reason for the widespread
use of proportional fair shared schedulers, such as Xen’s
Credit scheduler. However, these schedulers ignore the
characteristics of soft real-time applications, which result
in inadequate performance for these applications. On
the contrary, most of existing soft real-time schedulers
always bias to RT-VMs [7], which may affect the perfor-
mance of other applications and are not fit for practical
cloud environments. Actually, soft real-time applications
only need to finish their tasks before deadlines. CPU
schedulers can defer the scheduling of VCPUs of RT-
VMs (RT-VCPUs) to some extent and are allowed to
schedule non-RT-VCPUs before RT-VCPUs. This strategy
can guarantee the performance of soft real-time appli-
cations while minimizing the impacts on other applica-
tions. However, determining how long the scheduling
RT-VCPUs can be deferred is a challenge.

Finally, it is a challenge for hypervisors to schedule
privileged entities (such as Domain0 in Xen and QEMU
[19] I/O threads in KVM) adaptively to guarantee the
performance of soft real-time applications because the
privileged entities play an important role in I/O process-
ing. Privileged entities handle I/O operations for other
VMs. For example, in the split driver model of Xen,
all the I/O operations of VMs need to be processed by
Domain0. Soft real-time applications running in cloud
environments often provide services through network,
such as cloud gaming, streaming server, VoIP server,
and virtual desktop. If CPU schedulers only optimize
for RT-VMs but leave Domain0 unchanged, all the I/O
operations of RT-VMs need to be processed by a non-
RT-VM (i.e. Domain0). As a result, Domain0 becomes
an important factor affecting the performance of soft
real-time applications. In order to support soft real-time
applications efficiently, we need to schedule privileged
entities adaptively. However, most of previous studies
[7–9] ignore the importance of privileged entities and
treat them as a non-RT-VM.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we design and implement an adaptive
soft real-time scheduler based on Xen, named Doris,
to support soft real-time applications that provide ser-
vices through network in virtualized environments. In
the following, soft real-time applications refer to the
ones that provide services through network and run
on virtualized environment to serve user requests. The

adaptivity of Doris lies in three aspects. First, there are
lots of applications with different characteristics running
in clouds, but Doris can identify VMs running soft real-
time applications and adaptively infer their scheduling
periods, key scheduling parameters for Doris, through an-
alyzing packets sent by VMs. Second, Doris can schedule
these VMs adaptively according to the inferred schedul-
ing periods while minimizing the impacts on non-real-
time applications, which makes Doris suitable for multi-
tenant cloud environments. Finally, Doris considers the
importance of privileged entities and set their scheduling
periods dynamically according to the scheduling periods
of RT-VMs, which enables the adaptive scheduling of
privileged entities and guarantees the performance of
soft real-time applications further.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We propose communication-aware period detection ap-

proach to inferring the scheduling periods of RT-VMs
according to their runtime characteristics. Using this
approach, users can run soft real-time applications
in virtualized environments without setting param-
eters manually, which improves the applicability of
virtualization.

• We design application-boost mechanism to sched-
ule RT-VMs adaptively according to the inferred
scheduling periods of RT-VMs and I/O events while
minimizing the impacts on non-real-time appli-
cations. It only promotes the priorities of RT-
VCPUs temporarily and preempts the current run-
ning VCPU when needed. Otherwise, RT-VCPUs
are treated as the same as non-RT-VCPUs. This
mechanism is a good fit for multi-tenant cloud
environments.

• We propose privileged entity specialization to change
the types of privileged entities and set their schedul-
ing periods dynamically according to the scheduling
periods of RT-VMs. By doing so, the CPU scheduler
can schedule privileged entities adaptively to guar-
antee the performance of soft real-time applications.

• We implement a prototype in the Xen hypervisor,
named Doris, and use various real-world applica-
tions to evaluate its effectiveness and overhead. The
experimental results show that Doris can support
soft real-time applications adaptively and efficiently,
and only introduces very slight overhead on net-
work I/O and ignorable impacts on non-real-time
applications.

2 DESIGN

In this section, we introduce the design of Doris based on
Xen, a popular open source hypervisor. We first describe
the design principles and system overview of Doris.
Then, we describe each component of Doris in detail.

2.1 Overview

Doris is an adaptive soft real-time scheduler, which can
support soft real-time applications that provide services
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Doris, including three modules
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through network adaptively without setting scheduling
parameters by users manually. The design of Doris is
guided by the following principles:

• light-weight and high precision: the design should
efficiently identify RT-VMs and infer their schedul-
ing parameters in a light-weight and precise man-
ner.

• adaptivity and low impacts on other applications:
the design should schedule RT-VMs adaptively to
support soft real-time applications while minimiz-
ing the impacts on other applications.

• privileged entities support: the design should con-
sider how to schedule privileged entities adaptively
to guarantee the performance of soft real-time ap-
plications.

We assume a VM hosts one application (may contain
multiple tasks or threads), which is a common case in
real-world cloud environments, and design Doris based
on the above principles. As shown in Fig.1, Doris con-
sists of three major components: monitor, collector, and
adaptive scheduler. Because all the packets entering and
leaving DomainUs are processed by netback in Domain0
in Xen’s split driver model, we add monitor to analyze
all the headers of packets sent by VMs and determine
which VMs are RT-VMs that sent real-time packets. (For
simplicity, we call packets sent or received by soft real-
time applications as real-time packets.) Then, it gets the
periods of sending real-time packets by RT-VMs and
uses them as the scheduling periods of RT-VMs because
soft real-time applications running in RT-VMs often sent
packets periodically. For example, a cloud gaming server
needs to send video frames of games to the client period-
ically to guarantee that the client can see a smooth video.
Actually, the scheduling periods of RT-VMs represent the
desired scheduling parameters of soft real-time applica-
tions running in these RT-VMs under our assumption.
Finally, monitor informs the hypervisor about the types
and scheduling periods of VMs, which are collected by
collector. In addition to collect such information, collector
sets the type and scheduling period of Domain0 according

to the collected information through privileged entity
specialization, which enables Doris to schedule Domain0
adaptively to guarantee the performance of soft real-
time applications. Adaptive scheduler schedules RT-VMs
adaptively according to the collected information, which
uses application-boost mechanism to support soft real-
time applications while minimizing the impacts on other
applications.

2.2 How to Identify RT-VMs and Get Their Schedul-
ing Periods

In order to schedule VCPUs adaptively, CPU schedulers
need to know the scheduling parameters of RT-VMs.
In this section, we present communication-aware period
detection approach to distinguish which VMs are RT-VMs
and infer the scheduling periods of RT-VMs.

2.2.1 VM Type Determination

Methodology. Because CPU schedulers are critical com-
ponents of hypervisors, which need to make scheduling
decisions quickly, we design a lightweight approach to
determine the types of VMs and infer the scheduling
periods of RT-VMs precisely. Specifically, we devise a
comprehensive method, which consists of port-recognition
and protocol-analysis, to identify RT-VMs. Our proposed
method uses lightweight port-recognition as much as pos-
sible and uses protocol-analysis to maintain high precision
if port-recognition is ineffective, which can achieve our
goal (i.e. lightweight and precise).

Identify RT-VMs by Port-recognition. When soft real-
time applications provide services to users, clients need
to know the port number used by these applications.
Some applications use well-known ports or registered
ports. For example, Darwin Streaming Server (DSS) [1]
uses Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) to establish,
control, and terminate sessions between clients and the
server, which uses a well-known port 554.

We propose port-recognition mechanism to analyze the
header of each packet sent by VMs, and find whether
its source port is related to a soft real-time application
using well-known ports or registered ports. In order to
find the relationship of port number and soft real-time
applications quickly, we maintain a set of port number
that related to soft real-time applications for each VM.
For simplicity, we call this set as PORT-SET, which can
be set by users manually or protocol-analysis mechanism.

Identify RT-VMs by Protocol-analysis. Port-
recognition mechanism has some limitations. On
one hand, some soft real-time applications do not
use well-known ports or change the default port
because of security or other reasons. For example,
VoIP servers use Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)
for media stream delivery, but the port used by RTP
is not a well-known port. On the other hand, some
soft real-time applications only use well-known ports
to establish control connections, while establishing
other connections without specific ports to transmit
data. For example, DSS uses RTSP to establish control
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Fig. 2. Statistics of packets sent by soft real-time applications, which shows that they send packets periodically.

connections, but uses RTP to establish other connections
to deliver video or audio streams. Therefore, we present
protocol-analysis mechanism to analyze the header of
packets, and identify real-time packets according to the
characteristics of application-layer protocols.

RTSP is an application-level protocol to control stream-
ing media servers, which is a representative explicit
protocol. That is to say, the protocol provides explicit
hints to identify this protocol. We can identify RTSP
easily according to one of its characteristics that its
header has RTSP version with a keyword “RTSP”.

On the contrary, RTP is a representative implicit proto-
col. Though no explicit hint is available in the protocol,
we can also identify RTP packets through analyzing
protocol version, payload type, sequence number and
synchronization source identifier of packets according to
the characteristics of RTP [20].

Put Them Together. In order to identify RT-VMs
in a lightweight and precise way, our proposed com-
prehensive identification mechanism preferably uses port-
recognition mechanism to find real-time packets. When
it fails, protocol-analysis mechanism is used to analyze
the header of packets. If a packet is identified as a real-
time packet, the comprehensive identification mechanism
updates PORT-SET with the source port of the real-time
packet. Then, port-recognition mechanism can identify the
following packets using this port. As a result, the com-
prehensive identification mechanism can reduce overhead
effectively while maintaining high precision.

Note that, the types of VMs are set dynamically. When
a packet sent by a VM is identified as a real-time packet,
the VM is set as a RT-VM. If a RT-VM does not send any
real-time packet in a time period, its type is set as non-
RT-VM. Meanwhile, the port number in PORT-SET that
updated by protocol-analysis mechanism will be cleared.

2.2.2 Period Detection

After identifying the types of VMs, we need to get
the scheduling periods of RT-VMs. Because soft real-time
applications always send packets periodically, the period
of sending packets can be used as the scheduling periods
of RT-VMs. For example, if the period of a RT-VM is
1ms, hypervisors believe soft real-time applications will
send packets in every 1 millisecond. As a result, in
order to guarantee the performance of these applications,
CPU schedulers need to schedule VCPUs of the RT-VM
according to its scheduling period. Note that the period
of sending packets by soft real-time applications may
change as time goes on and with the variation of user
requests. In this paper, we present communication-aware

period detection approach, which follows the change of
sending packets’ period and adjusts scheduling periods
of corresponding RT-VMs. In this way, the underlying
CPU scheduler can schedule RT-VCPUs adaptively to
support soft real-time applications. In the following,
we illustrate the periodicity of sending packets by soft
real-time applications and describe communication-aware
period detection approach in detail.

Periodicity of sending packets by soft real-time
applications. We conduct experiments with Asterisk [3]
(a VoIP server), DSS, and GamingAnywhere [21] (a cloud
gaming server) to illustrate the periodicity of sending
packets by these applications. Two machines in the same
LAN are used to conduct these experiments. A machine
runs these servers. The other machine is a client, which
generates loads to these servers. Specifically, as to Aster-
isk, we use SIPp [22] to send RTP packets to it, and As-
terisk echoes voices. As to DSS, we use StreamingLoadTool
provided by DSS to simulate a user requesting a movie
file for 60 seconds. We use a GamingAnywhere client to
establish a connection with the GamingAnywhere server.
Then, we run Wireshark [23] on the server machine to
capture the packets sent by these application servers, and
calculate the time interval between two adjacent packets.
The test results are shown in Fig.2.

From the test results, we can see that all these ap-
plications send packets periodically but with different
periods. Asterisk needs to sample audio and send it to
clients periodically to guarantee call qualities, and its
period is around 20ms as shown in Fig.2(a). DSS also
needs to send packets to client periodically to guarantee
that the client can see a smooth video, and its period is
around 70ms as shown in Fig.2(b). Similarly, the Gamin-
gAnywhere server also needs to send video frames of
game to the client periodically, and its period is around
100us as shown in Fig.2(c).

Communication-aware period detection approach.
Monitor shown in Fig.1 records the system time of send-
ing real-time packets, and calculates the time interval
between adjacent packets. Then it predicts the relative
time of sending the next real-time packet, which is
the scheduling period of a RT-VM. Inspired by previous
studies [16][24], we use Exponential Weighted Moving
Average (EWMA), which is a light-weight predication
algorithm and can tolerate transient incorrect value, to
calculate scheduling period. As shown in equation (1), in
order to predict the current period pt, it only needs to
remember the latest historical period pt−1. diff is the
time interval between the last two packets. α is weight
with the value between 0 and 1. The more α closes to 1,
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the lower the weight of historical data is. When monitor
identifies a real-time packet, it calculates pt.

pt = (1− α)× pt−1 + α× diff (1)

The pseudo-code of the communication-aware period de-
tection algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm
first uses the comprehensive identification mechanism to
analyze packets sent by VMs (line 1∼2). If a RT-VM
does not send any real-time packet in a time period, the
algorithm uses a hypercall added by us to set the RT-
VM as a non-RT-VM. Besides, it clears the port number
in PORT-SET updated by protocol-analysis mechanism
(line 3∼6). Then, the algorithm updates PORT-SET to
reduce the use of protocol-analysis mechanism (line 9).
Finally, it sets the VM sending packets as a RT-VM if
necessary, calculates pt and updates the scheduling period
of the RT-VM. Because frequent hypercalls introduce
some overhead, the algorithm uses a timer to update
the scheduling period periodically, which can reduce the
overhead introduced by hypercalls (line 10∼14).

Algorithm 1 Communication-aware Period Detection
Algorithm

Input: packets sent by VMs
Output: types and scheduling periods of VMs.
1: port← SOURCE PORT(packet);
2: if !PORT RECOGNITION(port) &&

!PROTOCOL ANALYSIS(packet) then
3: if vm[id] is a RT-VM && vm[id] does not send any

real-time packet in a time period then
4: set vm[id] as a non-RT-VM through a hypercall;
5: clear the port number in PORT-SET updated by

protocol-analysis mechanism;
6: end if
7: return ;
8: end if
9: add port to PORT-SET;

10: if vm[id] is a non-RT-VM then
11: set vm[id] as a RT-VM through a hypercall;
12: end if
13: get system time and calculate pt according to (1);
14: set a timer to call HYPERCALL(id, pt) periodically;

2.3 How to Schedule VCPUs Adaptively

In this section, we present an adaptive soft real-time
scheduling algorithm to schedule VCPUs adaptively to
reduce deadline misses of soft real-time applications ac-
cording to the scheduling periods inferred by monitor. The
key idea behind this scheduling algorithm is application-
boost mechanism, which only promotes the priorities
of RT-VCPUs temporarily and preempts the current
running VCPU when needed. Otherwise, the algorithm
treats RT-VCPUs and non-RT-VCPUs as the same. In
the following, we first describe the Credit scheduler
briefly, and application-boost mechanism in detail. Then,
we explain the scheduling algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Example of real-time queue, which is sorted

according to the deadlines of RT-VCPUs.

2.3.1 Credit Scheduler

The Credit scheduler is a proportional fair share sched-
uler, which distributes CPU resources (or credits) to VMs
at the end of each accounting period (default 30ms)
according to the weights of VMs specified by users.

There are three kinds of priorities in the Credit sched-
uler (from high to low): boost, under, and over. If a VCPU
has remaining credits, its priority is under. Otherwise, its
priority is set to over. When a blocked VCPU with under
priority receives I/O events, its priority is promoted to
boost. And then, the VCPU preempts the current running
VCPU (unless they have the same priority). Boost priority
is used to reduce the latency of I/O processing. VCPUs
on a run queue are sorted according to their priorities.
The scheduler picks the first VCPU from the run queue
to run, and VCPUs with the same priority are scheduled
in a round-robin manner. When a VCPU is descheduled,
the scheduler deducts its credits, reassigns a priority
according the remaining credits, and inserts it back to
the run queue according to the new priority.

Besides, the Credit scheduler supports Symmetric
Multi-Processing (SMP) platforms well. It automatically
balances VCPUs across all available physical CPUs (PC-
PUs). When a PCPU becomes idle or its run queue has
no VCPU with boost or under priority, it tries to steal a
higher-priority VCPU from peer PCPU’s run queue.

2.3.2 Application-boost

In this paper, we introduce application-boost mechanism
to guarantee the performance of soft real-time applica-
tions. It is a priority promotion mechanism for VCPUs
according to the I/O behaviors and scheduling periods of
RT-VMs. Because soft real-time applications do not need
to be scheduled preferentially with permanent higher
priorities and they only need to finish their tasks before
deadlines, application-boost mechanism only promotes the
priorities of VCPUs temporarily, and recovers their pri-
orities after they are descheduled. Like boost mechanism
in the Credit scheduler, it can minimize the impacts on
non-real-time applications, which is essential for multi-
tenant cloud environments.

In order to schedule RT-VCPUs immediately when
they must be scheduled, we introduce real-time priority,
which is the highest priority in the algorithm. VCPUs
with real-time priorities can preempt other VCPUs with
lower priorities. The priorities of RT-VCPUs can be
promoted to real-time only if they need to be scheduled
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instantly, and will be degraded to lower priorities when
they are descheduled. Otherwise, the treatments for RT-
VCPUs are the same as non-RT-VCPUs. There are two
situations that need to promote the priorities of RT-
VCPUs to real-time, which are described as follows.

The first situation is that RT-VMs receive I/O events,
such as user requests or disk operations of soft real-time
applications. Typically, these applications want to pro-
cess I/O events quickly. For example, when users click
mouse in virtual desktop or attack a monster in cloud
gaming, they hope the server can respond the requests
immediately. In this case, application-boost mechanism is
activated to shorten the response time of soft real-time
applications. Compared with boost mechanism in the
Credit scheduler, application-boost mechanism can also
promote the priorities of VCPUs in run queues when
they receive I/O events, which can achieve low response
time for soft real-time applications.

The second situation is that deadlines of RT-VCPUs
arrive. The deadline of a RT-VCPU is the time of being
inserted into run queue plus its scheduling period. For
example, when a RT-VCPU with a period of 1ms is
inserted into run queue, its deadline is the current time
plus 1ms, that is 1ms later. When its deadline arrives,
application-boost mechanism is activated to schedule the
VCPU. (Note that, since it is hard to estimate the worst-
case execution time in multi-tenant cloud environments
because of imperfect performance isolation of clouds and
unpredictable user workloads running in other VMs, the
deadline of a RT-VCPU in this paper is the deadline that
the RT-VCPU needs to be scheduled.)

In order to activate application-boost mechanism when
deadlines of RT-VCPUs arrive, we add a real-time queue
to each PCPU, which contains all the runnable RT-
VCPUs in the PCPU. The RT-VCPUs in the real-time
queue are sorted by their deadlines. The first RT-VCPU
of the real-time queue has the earliest deadline. When
a RT-VCPU is inserted into the run queue, it is also
inserted into the real-time queue according to its dead-
line. The behavior of inserting a RT-VCPU into a run
queue is the same as inserting non-RT-VCPUs, which
is inserted into the tail of the same priority subregion.
Fig.3 illustrates an example of real-time queue. Deadlines
of RT-VCPUs are positive number while non-RT-VCPUs’
deadlines are 0. When a RT-VCPU with under priority is
inserted into run queue, it is inserted behind V40. If its
deadline is 150us, it is inserted into the head of real-
time queue. When a RT-VCPU is removed from a run
queue, it is also removed from the real-time queue. If
the real-time queue has RT-VCPUs, the deadline of the
first VCPU in the queue, such as V30 in Fig.3, is used to
set a timer. When the timer times out, the deadline of
the VCPU is arrived and application-boost mechanism is
activated to schedule this VCPU.

2.3.3 Adaptive Soft Real-Time Scheduling Algorithm

The adaptive soft real-time scheduling algorithm uses
application-boost mechanism, which relies on I/O events

and scheduling periods detected by analyzing packets sent
by VMs, to schedule VCPUs adaptively. In the following,
we describe how to calculate time slice in the algorithm
and explain the algorithm in detail.

In our proposed algorithm, each VCPU is allowed to
run at most a time slice, but its length is not fixed.
Because application-boost mechanism adopts timers to
schedule RT-VCPUs immediately when their deadlines
arrive, which introduces some overhead if timers are
triggered frequently, we present variable time slice mech-
anism to reduce the use of timers. It increases the prob-
ability of scheduling the first VCPU of real-time queue
just before time out of the timer. The calculation of the
time slice is as follows. First, if there is no RT-VCPU in a
run queue, the time slice is the default time slice, such as
30ms in the Credit scheduler. In this case, the behaviors
of the scheduler is the same as the default scheduler.
Second, if the priority of the second VCPU in the run
queue is real-time, it means at least two RT-VCPUs in
a PCPU should be scheduled immediately. We set the
time slice as a minimum time slice (MIN TS), which
allows the next RT-VCPU to be scheduled after at most
the minimum time slice. Third, if the real-time queue
is not empty, the time slice is the deadline of the first
VCPU in the real-time queue minus the current system
time. If the time slice is smaller than MIN TS, it is set
to MIN TS, which can avoid too much context switches
caused by too short time slice.

The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Al-
gorithm 2, which consists of two functions: schedule()
and timeout(). The schedule() function inserts the current
running VCPU into queues and picks a VCPU to run.
First, if the priority of the current running VCPU is
real-time (RT in the algorithm), its priority needs to be
degraded before inserting it into run queue according to
the principles of application-boost mechanism (line 3∼6).
Second, if it is a RT-VCPU, the algorithm also inserts it
into real-time queue (rt-queue in the algorithm) according
to its deadline (line 7∼9), and sets a timer to call timeout()
function if necessary (line 10∼12). Finally, the schedule()
function picks a VCPU from the head of run queue as
the next running VCPU (line 14), and calculates its time
slice according to the method described in the previous
paragraph (line 15∼22). The timeout() function is used
to trigger application-boost mechanism. It promotes all
the RT-VCPUs with the same deadline as the first RT-
VCPU in real-time queue to real-time priorities (line
26∼29). If the priority of the first RT-VCPU is higher
than the current running VCPU, the RT-VCPU preempts
this VCPU through calling the schedule() function (line
30∼32).

2.4 How to Treat Privileged Entities

In this section, we present privileged entity specialization to
set the types and scheduling periods of privileged entities
(such as Domain0 in Xen) dynamically, which makes the
CPU scheduler schedule privileged entities adaptively to
guarantee the performance of soft real-time applications
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Algorithm 2 Adaptive Soft Real-Time Scheduling Algo-
rithm
Input: queue information of a PCPU
Output: scheduling decision
1: function SCHEDULE( )
2: cur← current running VCPU;
3: if cur.priority == RT then
4: cur.priority ← UNDER or OV ER;
5: end if
6: insert cur into run queue;
7: if cur is a RT-VCPU then
8: cur.deadline← now + cur.period;
9: insert cur into rt-queue according to cur.deadline;

10: if cur is the head of rt-queue then
11: set a timer to call TIMEOUT( );
12: end if
13: end if
14: next ← remove a VCPU from the head of run

queue;
15: if priority of the first VCPU of run queue is RT

then
16: next.tslice← MIN TS;
17: else if rt-queue is not empty then
18: f ← the first VCPU of rt-queue;
19: next.tslice← MAX(MIN TS, f.deadline - now);
20: else
21: next.tslice← DEFAULT TS;
22: end if
23: return next

24: end function
25: function TIMEOUT( )
26: first← remove vcpu from the head of rt-queue;
27: remove VCPUs with the same deadline from rt-

queue;
28: set the priorities of them to RT ;
29: insert them to run queue;
30: if first.priority > cur.priority then
31: SCHEDULE( );
32: end if
33: end function

running in RT-VMs. In the following, we take Xen as
an example to describe the roles of privileged entities
(i.e. Domain0) for soft real-time applications. Then, we
explain privileged entity specialization in detail.

2.4.1 Split Driver Model of Xen

In Xen’s split driver model,each backend driver runs in
an isolated device driver (IDD) or Domain0, and each
guest OS uses a frontend driver to communicate with
the backend driver. All the requests and responses of the
frontend driver are processed by the backend driver.

Because soft real-time applications always provide
services through network, we take packet-sending oper-
ations as an example to demonstrate the important role
of Domain0 for these applications. In Xen’s split driver
model, the packet-sending operations can be divided

into two major steps: 1) the CPU scheduler schedules
the RT-VM that runs soft real-time applications sending
packets through netfront after the scheduling of the RT-
VM; 2) the CPU scheduler schedules Domain0 and net-
back in Domain0 processes the packets and sends them
through the native driver.

2.4.2 Privileged Entity Specialization

As described in Section 2.4.1, Domain0 plays a very
important role in the I/O processing for RT-VMs in the
Xen hypervisor. However, previous studies [7–10] ignore
the importance of Domain0. If real-time schedulers only
consider RT-VMs (i.e. DomainUs), and treat Domain0 as
a non-RT-VM, I/O operations of RT-VMs (such as the
responses of user requests), which may have deadlines,
are handled by a non-RT-VM (i.e. Domain0) without real-
time guarantee. As a result, it may cause deadline misses
of soft real-time applications even if CPU schedulers
schedule RT-VMs before their deadlines.

In this paper, we consider the importance of privi-
leged entities (e.g. Domain0), and present privileged entity
specialization to enable the adaptive scheduling of them.
With privileged entity specialization, the types of privileged
entities are set as RT-VMs if there are RT-VMs in the
system. If all the VMs are non-RT-VMs, privileged enti-
ties become non-RT-VMs. However, because privileged
entities have to handle the I/O operations of the RT-
VMs which may have different scheduling periods, it is
a challenge to set the scheduling periods of privileged
entities when they are RT-VMs.

In the split driver model, I/O operations of soft
real-time applications running in VMs are handled by
frontend drivers and backend drivers in virtualized envi-
ronments, and backend drivers are shared by multiple
frontend drivers in VMs. In order to process RT-VMs’ I/O
operation with the earliest deadline in time, both drivers
need to be scheduled before such deadline. As a result,
privileged entity specialization sets the scheduling period of
privileged entity as the shortest scheduling period of RT-
VMs, which can process I/O operations with the earliest
deadline in time.

3 SCHEDULER IMPLEMENTATION

We implement Doris based on the Credit scheduler of
Xen-4.0.1. In the following, we first describe how to
modify netback to identify RT-VMs and calculate their
scheduling periods. Then, we add a new scheduler to Xen,
called sched doris, by extending the Credit scheduler.

3.1 Modification to Netback

We modify the send operations in netback, and add a
function named decodepackettx() to identify whether a
packet is a real-time one. In order to accelerate the
port-recognition, we use a bitmap to implement PORT-
SET. So the time complexity of port-recognition is O(1).
Moreover, application-layer protocols can be identified
in our current implementation. Doris can adaptively
identify streaming server, VoIP server, cloud gaming, etc.
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We add a hypercall in the Xen hypervisor to set the
types and scheduling periods of VMs. If the first real-time
packet sent by a VM is identified, decodepackettx() set the
VM as a RT-VM through the hypercall. Because frequent
hypercalls introduce some overhead, we implement the
calculation of scheduling period in netback (the value of
α is set to 0.2 empirically in equation (1)) and tell the
hypervisor in every 30ms through the hypercall. If a RT-
VM does not send any real-time packet in the last one
second, the VM is marked as a non-RT-VM.

3.2 Modification to the Credit Scheduler

We implement Doris based on the Credit scheduler. The
details of the modification are as follows.

First, a new priority named CSCHED PRI TS RT is
added as the real-time priority. We add structure mem-
bers to record necessary information, such as period, dead-
line, and set the type and scheduling period of Domain0
dynamically according to the information of DomainUs.

Second, we implement queue operations for real-time
queue. If a RT-VCPU is inserted at the head of real-
time queue or the first RT-VCPU of real-time queue is
removed, a timer needs to reset to call timeout() added
by us, which triggers the preemption if necessary.

Finally, we modify csched schedule(), which is respon-
sible for selecting the next VCPU from the run queue, to
realize the scheduling of RT-VCPUs before their dead-
lines. If the timer times out, timeout() promotes the pri-
ority of the first RT-VCPU of real-time queue and other
VCPUs with the same deadline to CSCHED PRI TS RT,
and inserts them into run queue again. The first RT-
VCPU is probably inserted at the head of run queue.
As a result, csched schedule() will pick the RT-VCPU as
the next VCPU to run, and degrade its priority when it is
descheduled. We set MIN TS to 0.1ms, and calculate the
time slice of the next VCPU according to the descriptions
in Section 2.3.3.

In summary, Doris does not need to modify guest OSes
and inherits all the advantages of the Credit scheduler.
For example, credits management in Doris is the same as
the Credit scheduler, and Doris supports SMP platforms
and RT-VMs with multiple VCPUs.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Doris
by using various workloads and study the overhead
introduced by Doris. We first describe the experimental
methodology, and then present the experimental results.

4.1 Experimental Methodology

We use real-world applications to evaluate Doris with
some user-aware metrics, which can represent deadline
misses of soft real-time applications.

(1) Experimental platform Our evaluation is con-
ducted on a server comprised of two quad-core 2.4GHz
Intel Xeon CPUs with Hyper-threading disabled, 24GB
memory, 1TB SCSI disk, and 1Gbps Ethernet card. The

hypervisor is Xen-4.0.1. Guest OSes are CentOS 5.5 with
Linux-2.6.31.8 kernel. The configurations of VMs run-
ning on the server are 2GB memory and 20GB virtual
disk. Unless otherwise specified, RT-VMs have 1VCPU,
which run soft real-time applications. We always con-
duct experiments under interference configurations to
verify the effectiveness of Doris in multi-tenant cloud
environments. The interfering VMs have 8VCPUs, which
run eight hungry-loop applications to consume avail-
able CPU resources. In the evaluation, unless otherwise
stated, 4 VMs are running on the server simultaneously,
and one is a RT-VM while the others are interfering VMs.
Machines in the same LAN act as clients to generate
loads to soft real-time applications running in RT-VMs.

(2) Scheduling approaches We conduct experiments
under several scheduling approaches as follows:

• Credit: the default CPU scheduler of Xen hypervisor.
• Doris: It schedules RT-VMs and Domain0 adaptively.
• Doris w/o Dom0: It only optimizes for RT-VMs

and leaves Domain0 unchanged, which is used to
demonstrate the importance of privileged entities
(i.e. Domain0).

• Doris(10us), Doris(1ms), Doris(10ms): They set their
scheduling periods of RT-VMs and Domain0 to a fixed
value (i.e. 10us, 1ms, and 10ms), which are used to
show the performance disadvantages of manually
setting methods. 10us is a very short scheduling pe-
riod, while the others are two representative schedul-
ing periods in milliseconds.

• Poris(1ms), Poris(10ms): Poris is a parallel soft real-
time scheduler optimized for multi-threaded and
distributed soft real-time applications presented in
our previous work [10]. It also supports single-
threaded ones. It uses higher priority and dynamic
time slice to support these applications, and needs
users to set expected latencies for VMs manually,
which determines the length of time slice. However,
it cannot set expected latencies below 1ms. Thus, we
conduct tests under Poris when expected latencies
are set as 1ms and 10ms.

(3) Classification of experiments Experiments can be
divided into two categories. On one hand, experiments
are conducted to evaluate whether Doris can support soft
real-time applications adaptively. On the other hand, we
conduct experiments to evaluate the overhead caused
by packet analysis and the impacts on non-real-time
applications. More details of testing applications are
shown in Table 1.

4.2 Experiments with Soft Real-Time Applications

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of Doris
with three soft real-time applications and compare it
with other related CPU schedulers.

4.2.1 Experiments with VoIP Server

We run Asterisk in a RT-VM, and SIPp [22] on the
client to establish connections with the VoIP server via
the SIP protocol and emulate many voice conversations
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TABLE 1
Testing applications and benchmarks used to evaluate the effectiveness and overhead of Doris

Category Application name Description Metric
Soft real-time
applications
used to
evaluate the
effectiveness
of Doris.

Asterisk [3] a classic VoIP server, which is a voice only
soft real-time application.

The call quality is measured with ITU-T PESQ [25].
If it is greater than 4, it means that the VoIP service
has good quality.

DSS [1] a widely used streaming media server,
which delivers both video and voice to
clients.

The stream quality is measured with average bit
rate. The higher the average bit rate, the better the
stream quality is.

GamingAnywhere [21] an open-source cloud gaming system,
which is an emerging soft real-time appli-
cation in cloud era and also delivers both
video and voice to clients.

The quality of GamingAnywhere is measured with
Frame Per Second (FPS). If the evaluated FPS is
closed to the set value, the performance of Gamin-
gAnywhere is guaranteed.

Applications
used to
evaluate the
overhead
introduced by
Doris.

ping a tool to evaluate network latency. The latency is measured with response time.
netperf [26] a tool to evaluate network throughput. The network throughput is measured with TCP and

UDP bandwidth.
kernel compilation a CPU-intensive application that compiles

Linux kernel.
Compilation time is used to measure the speed of
compilation.

Postmark [27] a disk I/O intensive benchmark. The performance is measured with the processing
rate of transactions.

Apache HTTP Server a common web server in clouds, which is
network I/O intensive application.

The performance is measured with response time.

using G.711 codec. We start up several concurrent calls
that range from 5 to 90 to simulate the real world
environment, and measure their call quality. Specifically,
the concurrent calls are established at the rate of 10 calls
per second instead of establishing them simultaneously.
Then we can evaluate our system with dynamic server
load. We conduct the test under different CPU sched-
ulers, and the test results are shown in Fig.4.

Seen from Fig.4, the average PESQ is around 4.4 de-
spite the number of concurrent calls under Doris. In other
words, Doris guarantees the QoS of Asterisk without any
manual settings by users. When the concurrent calls are
small, all these schedulers can provide good call quality
for users. However, with the increase of concurrent calls,
the call qualities under the Credit scheduler and Doris
w/o Dom0 decrease sharply. Although Doris w/o Dom0
is better than the Credit scheduler, ignoring the impor-
tant role of Domain0 results in inadequate performance
for Asterisk. Doris with manually setting periods (i.e.
Doris(10us), Doris(1ms), and Doris(10ms)) outperforms
the Credit scheduler and Doris w/o Dom0. Poris(1ms) and
Poris(10ms) show similar results. Both of Poris use short
time slice to schedule VCPUs when we set expected
latencies, which also benefits Domain0, but Domain0
cannot get the benefit of higher priority in Poris. Poris
and Doris with manually setting periods behave very
well in some cases (i.e. low concurrent calls), but are not
good enough in other cases (i.e. large concurrent calls).
Compared with the Credit scheduler, Doris improves call
quality by 92.4% according to the average PESQ when
we start up 90 concurrent calls.

We also plot the statistics of the call qualities of 90
concurrent calls under different strategies, which are
shown in Fig.5. The box in the figure shows 25th, median,
and 75th percentile of statistics, and the whiskers show
the minimum and maximum values of statistics. The
call quality of Asterisk under Doris is very steady. Most
of PESQ are between 4.3 and 4.5. On the contrary, no

Fig. 4. The call qualities of Asterisk.

Fig. 5. The statistics of 90 concurrent calls

point under the Credit scheduler and Doris w/o Dom0 is
greater than 4. It also means that these schedulers cannot
guarantee the quality of any call when there are lots of
concurrent calls. Poris and Doris with manually setting
periods behave not very well, because the qualities of
some calls are not guaranteed although the average
PESQ under these schedulers is greater than 4.

4.2.2 Experiments with Streaming Media Server

Streaming media server is a widely used soft real-time
application. In order to guarantee the quality of video
or audio services, it must transmit data to users contin-
uously.
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Fig. 6. Test results of DSS under different schedulers.

In this test, a RT-VM runs DSS as the streaming media
server. We use StreamingLoadTool on the client to simulate
different number of users, which range from 10 to 200.
Each user requests a movie file for 60 seconds, and the
bit rate of the file is 1Mbps. The test results are shown
in Fig.6.

Seen from Fig.6, DSS under Doris can provide video
services with stable quality. It can adapt to the change
of users. However, the quality of video services un-
der the Credit scheduler, Doris(1ms), and Doris(10ms)
is decreased when the number of users increases. An
interesting observation is that the performance of Doris
is almost the same as that of Doris(10us). We believe it is
mainly because DSS is an I/O intensive application too,
and short time slice benefits this type of applications.
Besides, we cannot simply treat 10us as the desired
scheduling period for DSS, because it changes according to
the number of user requests, and becomes smaller with
the increase of number of users. As to Poris, the per-
formance of DSS is guaranteed if the number of clients
is small. When the number of clients is greater than
120, its performance decreases sharply under Poris(1ms)
and Poris(10ms). This is probably because Poris ignores
the importance of Domain0, which becomes a bottleneck
when I/O pressure is high. As a result, the advantages
of Poris are neutralized by the ignorance of Domain0 if
soft real-time applications have lots of I/O operations.
Compared with the Credit scheduler, Doris achieves
22.6% improvement according to the average bit rate
when we simulate 200 clients.

4.2.3 Experiments with Cloud Gaming

Cloud gaming is an emerging gaming model, which
renders an interactive gaming application remotely in
the cloud and streams the scenes as a video sequence
back to a thin client over the Internet [2]. In this test, we
use GamingAnywhere to conduct tests.

GamingAnywhere adopts the classic client-server ar-
chitecture. The GamingAnywhere server waits for in-
coming clients. If a GamingAnywhere client is connected
with the server, the server encodes audio and video
streams in real-time and sends the encoded frames to the
client. The GamingAnywhere client displays real-time
game screens based on the received frames, captures
user inputs and sends them to the server. The server also

needs to handle the user inputs in real-time. Like DSS,
GamingAnywhere uses RTSP to establish connections
between clients and the server, and uses RTP to deliver
encoded frames if UDP is the preferred transport layer
protocol.

We run a GamingAnywhere server in a RT-VM, and
run OpenTTD [28], an open-source simulation game, in
the RT-VM. We modify the GamingAnywhere client to
display the frame rate in every second. The frame rate
is set to 24 FPS in OpenTTD. We conduct the same test
under different schedulers for 500 seconds, and the test
results are shown in Fig.7.

Seen from Fig.7, the frame rate of OpenTTD under
Doris is very steady, and the average frame rate is 23.6.
Although the performance under Doris(1ms) is closed
to that of Doris, it still has some fluctuations. Besides,
the performance is not guaranteed under the Credit
scheduler, Doris(10us), and Doris(10ms). The frame rates
under these schedulers are fluctuated, and many frames
are lost, which affect users experience seriously. As to
Poris, GamingAnywhere behaves well under different
expected latencies. In Poris(1ms), time slice used by Poris
is 1ms (the minimum time slice adopted by Poris), while
time slice is 2ms in Poris(10ms) according to the time slice
calculation method described in [9]. This is why the test
results are similar under these strategies. I/O operations
of GamingAnywhere are relative small, so ignorance of
Domain0 does not harm its performance too much.

4.2.4 Experiments with Mixed Soft Real-Time Work-
loads on Different VMs

In this test, we use two VMs to run soft real-time
applications to verify Doris can adaptively support them
running on different VMs. Because it is much easier to
simulate multiple clients with Asterisk and DSS, we run
them in these two RT-VMs and sent requests to them
simultaneously from different machines. Specifically, the
requests for Asterisk ranges from 5 to 90 with a step
of 5 and the requests for DSS ranges from 10 to 180
with a step of 10. Since we have already evaluated
the performance of Asterisk and DSS with different
scheduling approaches previously, we only conduct the
tests under the Credit scheduler as a baseline and Doris
in this test, and the test results are shown in Fig.8.

Seen from Fig.8, the performance of Asterisk and DSS
is guaranteed under Doris despite the number of concur-
rent user requests. On the contrary, the Credit scheduler
performs badly with the increase of requests. This test
demonstrates that Doris can support the scenario that
multiple soft real-time applications run on different VMs
and their workloads changes dynamically.

4.2.5 Experimental Results Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze test results of the above
experiments, and conclude the following observations.

• The Credit scheduler does not consider the require-
ments of soft real-time applications, which causes
frequent deadline misses of these applications. So it
cannot support soft real-time applications well.
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(a) Credit scheduler (b) Doris (c) Doris w/o Dom0 (d) Doris(10us)

(e) Doris(1ms) (f) Doris(10ms) (g) Poris(1ms) (h) Poris(10ms)

Fig. 7. Test results of GamingAnywhere under different schedulers. High and stable FPS means good user experience.

(a) Asterisk

(b) DSS

Fig. 8. Test results of Asterisk and DSS running on

different VMs when clients send requests to them simul-
taneously.

• Doris can guarantee the performance of soft real-
time applications adaptively no matter how user
requests change and also support multiple soft real-
time applications running on different VMs. For
example, as shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5, when the
concurrent calls change, Doris also changes schedul-
ing period accordingly, which is a prerequisite for
scheduling the RT-VM in time and guaranteeing the
performance of soft real-time applications. Other-
wise, their performance under Doris will degrade
when the user requests change, like Doris with
manually setting periods.

• Domain0 plays an important role in I/O processing
for DomainUs. As a result, the performance of soft
real-time applications may not be guaranteed if we
treat Domain0 as a non-RT-VM. The main reason
is that I/O operations of RT-VMs (such as the
responses of user requests), which may have dead-
lines, are handled by a non-RT-VM (i.e. Domain0)
without real-time guaranteed.

• Specifying scheduling periods manually requires prior
knowledge about the characteristics of soft real-time
applications. The desired scheduling periods of vari-
ous soft real-time applications are different, such as

10us for DSS and 1ms for GamingAnywhere under
Doris. As a result, the performance of soft real-time
applications are determined by the parameters set
by users. A single scheduling period cannot guarantee
the performance of different applications, such as
1ms in Doris and Poris as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.

• Real-time schedulers that require users to set param-
eters manually have different scheduling parame-
ters, such as laxity [7], expected latency [9], period
and budget [8]. Parameters with the same value
(such as 10ms in Doris and Poris) have different
meanings and result in different results as shown
in Fig.7(f) and Fig.7(h).

• Compared to schedulers with manually settings,
Doris outperforms or has comparable performance
with them. This is because Doris can infer the cor-
rect scheduling periods of soft real-time applications
dynamically and the CPU scheduler schedules cor-
responding VCPUs adaptively according to the infer
scheduling periods.

4.3 Impacts of Doris

Doris analyzes the headers of packets to infer the schedul-
ing periods of VMs dynamically and schedules RT-VCPUs
adaptively according to the scheduling periods. Therefore,
it may introduce overhead in packets processing and
impacts on non-real-time applications. In the following,
we evaluate them respectively.

4.3.1 Overhead Caused by Packet Analysis

In this test, we evaluate how much overhead is caused
by packet analysis. Because we only concern overhead
caused by packet analysis in this test, we run a VM
with one VCPU in the server and bind this VCPU to a
PCPU (PCPU0), and pin all the VCPUs of Domain0 to the
other PCPUs (PCPU1-7). As a result, no extra overhead is
introduced by CPU scheduler, which makes test results
more precise. We use ping with 0.1 second interval to
measure the network latency between the VM and the
client, and use netperf to evaluate both TCP and UDP
network throughput. Both the tests are conducted under
Doris and the Credit scheduler.

The ping test lasts for 60 seconds. The average Round-
Trip Time (RTT) under the Credit scheduler and Doris are
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0.476ms and 0.481ms respectively. As a result, Doris in-
troduces very slight impacts on network latency (∼1%).

The netperf test also lasts for 60 seconds, and evaluates
both TCP bandwidth and UDP bandwidth with different
message size. As shown in Fig.9, network bandwidth is
almost the same under the Credit scheduler and Doris.

Although Doris analyzes each packet sent by Domai-
nUs, it only introduces very slight overhead, which
even can be ignored, to the network processing. This is
because Doris analyzes packets in constant time. For ex-
ample, the time complexity of port-recognition mechanism
is O(1) because of the adoption of bitmap. The protocol-
analysis mechanism only needs to check some fields in
the packet header.

4.3.2 Impacts on Non-Real-Time Applications

In this test, we study the impacts of Doris on non-real-
time applications, which is important for multi-tenant
cloud environments.

We use 4 VMs (VM1∼VM4) to conduct this test. Each
has one VCPU, and all the VCPUs are pinned to a PCPU,
which can measure the impacts of Doris on non-real-
time applications more precisely. VM1 runs Asterisk.
VM2 runs non-real-time applications, including kernel
compilation, Postmark, and Apache HTTP Server, which
are run one by one at each test. We run hungry-loop
applications on VM3 and VM4 to consume available
CPU resources. We continuously send 90 concurrent
calls to Asterisk, and measure the performance of non-
real-time applications in VM2. The kernel compilation
compiles Linux-3.3.6 source code, and the performance
metric is the compilation time. Smaller compilation time
is better. We set the transactions of Postmark as 400,000,
and concern the processing rates of transactions. Bigger
value is better. We use httperf [29] to measure the
average response time of Apache HTTP Server. This
test is conducted under Doris and the Credit scheduler.
The test results are shown in Fig.10 where the bars
are normalized by the performance under the Credit
scheduler.

Fig.10 shows that Doris introduces very slight impacts
on non-real-time applications, which also includes the
overhead introduced by Doris. Compared with the Credit
scheduler, Doris increases the kernel compilation time by
1.2%, decreases the processing rate of Postmark by 1%
and increase the average response time of web server by
4.1%. Because Doris only promotes the priorities of RT-
VCPUs to the highest priority temporarily when their
deadlines arrive or I/O events come, non-RT-VCPUs
can also run before RT-VCPUs. As a result, the impacts
introduced by Doris on non-real-time applications are
also acceptable.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss related issues about Doris.
(1) Why Doris uses VM-level identification?
Although a physical machine can host multiple VMs

and physical resources are shared by many different

(a) TCP Bandwidth

(b) UDP Bandwidth

Fig. 9. Netperf throughput evaluation results.

Fig. 10. The normalized performance of non-real-time

applications under the Credit scheduler and Doris.

types of applications, it is a common case that a VM
hosts one application in cloud environments. As a result,
VM-level identification is enough for Doris to support
soft real-time applications in multi-tenant cloud environ-
ments. Besides, Doris supports multiple periodic tasks
(belonging to a real-time application) running in a RT-
VM because they share the same communication pat-
terns. In this case, Doris treat the RT-VM as a black box
and get an aggregation of their periods. The effectiveness
is also validated in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2. The
VoIP server and DSS serve multiple clients, which are
processed by multiple periodic tasks. As a result, com-
pared to application-level identification, which typically
requires heuristic algorithms and complicated imple-
mentations, VM-level identification is a more practical
and efficient way to achieve our goal.

(2) What is the applicability of Doris?
As to soft real-time applications do not use well-

known ports or protocols, we can implement monitor
module depicted in Fig.1 as a framework to calculate
period, and allow developers to implement the port and
protocol identification. The other option is to allow users
to specify the ports in the VM configuration files, and
extend Doris to add the ports to PORT-SET.

As to soft real-time applications that do not serve user
requests, it is also possible to extend Doris to support
them. What we need to do is to replace monitor module
with a module that can identify periods of these soft real-
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time applications. The modules in the hypervisor do not
need to change.

As a conclusion, although the prototype in this paper
only implements the identification on some well-known
ports and protocols to verify our idea, Doris can be
extended to support more soft real-time applications.

(3) Does Doris violate fairness in CPU scheduling?
In Credit scheduler, fairness is guaranteed by credits

management. Doris introduces application-boost mecha-
nism to schedule VCPUs in time. Like boost mechanism
in the Credit scheduler, application-boost mechanism is
also built upon the original credits management, which
only boost the priority of a VCPU temporarily if it has
remaining credits. Therefore, the impacts on other VMs
are very slight, which are validated in Section 4.3.2.

6 RELATED WORK

This paper studies how to find the VMs running soft
real-time applications and how to optimize CPU sched-
ulers in hypervisors. In the following, we survey related
work about both aspects.

Previous studies that try to get tasks or VMs informa-
tion in hypervisors can be classified into two categories:
intrusive and non-intrusive approach. The intrusive ap-
proach needs to modify guest OSes to obtain task in-
formation. On the contrary, the non-intrusive approach
infer the statuses of guest OSes or tasks by collecting
information in VMM.

Kim et al. [15] present a guest-aware priority-based
VM scheduling mechanism, which takes domain’s pri-
ority as the highest priority of the active tasks in it.
It modifies the guest kernel to inform VMM of the
priorities and statuses of its tasks. Weng et al. [18] add
a monitoring module to a guest OS’s kernel to monitor
the waiting times of spinlocks, which is used to judge
whether a task is a concurrent task. Zhao et al. [30]
present vSpec to classify VMs into five categories by
monitoring the resource-consuming characteristics, but
it requires a process to collect information and is too
high-level to differentiate real-time applications.

Kim et al. [17] present a method to identify I/O-
bound tasks in guest OSes by observing low-level in-
teractions between the guest kernel and hardware. They
also present a method to estimate the frame rates of
multimedia workloads by monitoring the frequency of
frame buffer writes and a GPU command queue [16].
Hwang et al. [31] analyze port number of packets to
find the VM that hosts virtual desktop infrastructure
(VDI). However, it is confined to VDI and only sets the
types of VMs. Chen et al. [32] present a method to infer
communication-intensive applications through tracing
the bus access events with the help of performance
monitor unit (PMU).

In summary, previous studies cannot identify different
soft real-time applications in cloud environments and
infer the scheduling parameters of corresponding VMs.

As to the real-time enhancements for CPU schedulers,
Lee et al. [7] introduce laxity, which denotes the deadline

of a VM to be scheduled, to improve the performance
of soft real-time applications in the Xen hypervisor. A
real-time domain with low laxity allows its VCPUs to
be inserted in the middle of the scheduler’s run queue,
so that the VCPUs can be scheduled within its desired
deadline. RT-Xen [8][33] introduces a hierarchical real-
time scheduling framework for Xen, which bridges the
gap between hierarchical real-time scheduling theory
and Xen and implements several real-time scheduling
algorithms. Our previous work [9][10] presents a par-
allel soft real-time scheduling algorithm, which address
both soft real-time constraints and synchronization prob-
lems simultaneously, to support parallel soft real-time
applications in virtualized environments. However, all
these studies need users to set scheduling parameters
manually and ignore the importance of Domain0, which
cannot fit for practical multi-tenant cloud environments.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we designed and implemented an adaptive
soft real-time scheduler, named Doris, in the Xen hy-
pervisor, which can support soft real-time applications
adaptively without setting types and scheduling periods
of VMs manually. We introduced communication-aware
period detection approach to inferring scheduling periods
of RT-VMs and presented application-boost mechanism to
schedule RT-VMs adaptively according to the inferred
scheduling periods of RT-VMs and I/O events, which
can minimize the impacts on non-real-time applications.
Considering the importance of privileged entities (such
as Domain0) in I/O processing of RT-VMs, we proposed
privileged entity specialization to change their types and set
their scheduling periods dynamically, which enables Doris
to schedule privileged entities adaptively to guarantee
the performance of soft real-time applications. We evalu-
ated the effectiveness and overhead of Doris through var-
ious experiments. The experimental results shown that
Doris supports soft real-time applications well and only
introduces very slight overhead. For example, compared
to the Credit scheduler, Doris improved call quality by
92.4%, but only slowed down network latency by 1%
and increased the kernel compilation time by 1.2%.
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